Nematode Tango Milonguero - the C. elegans male's search for the hermaphrodite vulva.
The vulva search corresponds to the first step of mating in Caenorhabditis elegans wherein the male recognizes a potential mate through contact and commences a systematic, contact-based search of her surface for the vulva. During this 'dance' the male presses his tail genitalia firmly against the hermaphrodite surface and moves backward, modulating tail posture to effect changes in search trajectory. Upon sensing the vulva, the male pauses and the insemination phase of mating begins. External tail sensilla, the rays, induce and guide the male's search by registering hermaphrodite surface cues. C. elegans male mating behavior, like many other animate interactions (such as predator-prey interactions or intrasexual aggression), is performed at close quarters and requires that participants constantly adjust their movement with respect to one another on a moment-by-moment basis. The design features of the supporting circuitry explain simultaneously the robustness, speed and acuity of the male's behavior and its male-specific nature. Processing at all levels of the circuitry appears to be distributed. Cellular components exhibit both partial redundancy (thus conferring robustness in output) and subtle functional differences (predicted to confer acuity). Surprisingly, gender-shared cell types feature prominently in the circuitry. Male-specific components form sensory pathways that render downstream gender-shared circuits responsive to mate cues, while other male cells act to augment gender-shared cell activity. Overall, the attributes of the vulva search circuitry provide insight into principles guiding the design and operation of circuits supporting dynamic social behaviors expressed by more complex and less tractable animal species.